


Tirano (Tiren in Valtellina
dialect) is an Italian city of
9053 inhabitants in the
province of Sondrio,
Lombardy.
It is known for its sanctuary
dedicated to the “Madonna di
Tirano”, and for being the
Tirano-Sankt Moritz railway
line terminus.



Tirano is a town near Switzerland, in
Valtellina.
It is located between “Strada Statale dello
Stelvio” and the road that leads to “Passo
del Bernina” and Engadina.
Because of its geographic position, Tirano
is considered an important tourist center
and a meeting place.

LOCATION



THE TCVV IS THE COMPANY THAT MANAGES
THE DISCTIRCT THERMAL HEATING IN ALL THE
VALTELLINA’S TERRITORY.



The TCVV is concerned about
the importance of our
environment and, for this
reason, the organization had
a heating thermal plant built,
which uses virgin biomass as
its fuel.

ENVIRONMENT



The supplies are guaranteed by the
daily conveyed material discarded by
the local sawmills and by the wooded
companies of Valtellina, as well as by
burnt or sick wood residues, by
vineyards pruning and crop plants.

Therefore the energy source
is renewable



In order to respect the
environment, the emissions
of biomass combustion are
continuously monitored.

For this reason the emissions into the
atmosphere are extremely low, lower
than those ones produced by a single
power plant fed up with traditional
systems.

Moreover, biomass guarantees the further reduction of fine dust.



However, the heat produced by this 
third boiler , before being installed in 
the district heating network, uses 
biomass incentives to produce 
electricity. 

In 2003 a third boiler with diathermic oil was added. 

THE THIRD BOILER



IN THE FOLLOWING YEARS MANY OTHER 
PROJECTS HAD BEEN REALIZED



In 2014 the municipal council of the 
city agreed to build a pellet 

production plant.

In 2006 a photovoltaic plant was built 
on a power plant and biomass heating 

district’s roof. 

In 2010, two tanks were built for the heat 
storage during the night.



SUMMER NEWS



Warm and high temperatures have also arrived in Tirano this year. 
For this reason the TCVV offered to costumers the possibility to 

use its plants for the buildings’ summer air conditioning.

How, though? It’s been 
decided to use biomass and 
the heating district pipes that 
have already been installed to 
produce cold air.
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